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Abstract 

The last Hajj performed by the Messenger of Allah is called the Farewell Hajj in two 

respects. One is that you did the last Hajj and also with reference to the fact that the 

Holy Prophet himself said in this sermon: O people! By God, I don't know if I will be 

able to meet you in this place after today. You specifically said, "Ask me questions, 

learn and ask what you have to ask." I may not be able to meet you like this later this 

year. It was as if the Holy Prophet himself was saying goodbye. On this occasion, this 

Hajj is called the Farewell Hajj. The United Nation General Assembly, approved the: 

"Universal Declaration of Human Rights" on Dec. 1948. Following this historic 

achievement, the Assembly urged all its member states to make the announcement 

public and participate in its dissemination. The purpose of this manifesto was to protect 

basic human rights throughout the world and to find solutions to various problems 

facing nations. Islam granted the rights granted to man under the United Nations 

Charter, established in the twentieth century, to him fourteen hundred years ago. The 

30 articles of the UN Charter define basic human rights in various ways. These 

provisions relate to social, religious and human rights. When we compare the Farewell 

Sermon of the Holy Prophet with this Manifesto, where many similarities come to the 

fore, the differences are also noticeable. 
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Introduction 

When the Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلم performed the last Hajj, the address he delivered to one hundred 

and twenty-four thousand Companions on that occasion is called the Farewell Sermon. 

This sermon has been given the name of Hujjat-ul-Wida 'because in it he signaled his 

departure from this world. The Holy Prophet said: 

 )1(هذا(( يومي بعد ألقاكم لا لعلي أدري لا والله إني الناس أيها))

O people! By God, I don't know if I will be able to meet you at this place after 

today. 

It was as if the Holy Prophet (PBUH) himself was saying goodbye to himself and his 

Companions (PBUH). On this occasion, this Hajj is called Hujjat-ul-Wada '. In this last 

farewell sermon, the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) specifically 

mentioned human rights. The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) 

preached about human rights in this environment. In a society where people were 

unaware of the value of human rights. People used to kill innocent people unjustly even 

in addition to wars and quarrels and such marriages were celebrated in the society 

instead of happy and proud marriages. Islam came and talked about not only the rights 

of the people but also the rights of human beings in practice. There is a lot of talk today 

about human rights, especially in the West. The Magna Carta, the French Revolution, 

etc., are cited as evidence that Westerners have taken steps to protect human rights. In 

the West, the United Nations General Assembly formally adopted the "Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights" on December 10, 1948. Following this historic 

achievement, the General Assembly urged all its member states to make the 

announcement public and participate in its dissemination. The purpose of this manifesto 

was to protect basic human rights throughout the world and to find solutions to the 

various problems facing nations. Contrary to the rights granted to human beings under 

the United Nations Charter established in the twentieth century, Islam granted all these 

basic rights to human beings fourteen hundred years ago. The 30 articles of the UN 

Charter define basic human rights in various ways. These provisions relate to social, 

religious and human rights. When we compare the Farewell Sermon of the Holy 

Prophet with this Manifesto, many similar aspects come to the fore. There are also 

significant differences. In this assignment, the importance and usefulness of Hujjat-ul-

Wada 'sermon will be explained as well as comparison of the United Nations Charter 

on Human Rights. 

❖ The United Nations has defined human rights in its charter: 

"Those rights, which are inherent in our nature and without which we cannot live 

as human being.‘‘ (2) 

❖ The biggest challenge in the definition of human rights is that the definition cannot 

be defined. It is a term that covers a wide range of aspects of human life. Whether 

it is related to individual life or collective human life. Delimiting the term human 

rights is also a very difficult task because there are people of different religions, 

cultures and ideologies in the world. Is forbidden and haraam. Westerners have 

called human rights universal rights. He also says that human rights should be equal 

in all human beings. All members of society are equal in the distribution of 
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fundamental rights, as one Western researcher writes: 

"Human rights are universal, and as such they have predominance over other rights 

given to people for other different reasons human rights are hold equally by all human 

because, being human cannot be renounced, lost, or for feinted human rights are 

inalienable.(3) 

But the above ideas are completely contrary to reality and observation. This is 

because the distribution of resources among different human societies is not equal. So 

how can human rights be equal? In the United States itself, black people have lived in 

slavery for centuries. The doors of resources were closed on them. Therefore, by calling 

human rights "universal" rights, it obliges all people to abide by the same kind of rights 

that are prevalent in Europe and the West. This is a reflection of the contradictory views 

of the Western people themselves. Similarly, there is a contradiction in the movement 

for the protection of human rights in the eyes of Westerners. Some Western scholars 

have even claimed that Britain's Magna Cart 1215 is the first and foremost document 

for human rights and freedoms. Nevertheless, other Western scholars themselves have 

denied this. As Henry Mash writes: 

"The Magna Carta was no more rather than a charter of landlords and funerals (4) 

According to research by the Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, the term human 

rights is an eighteenth-century invention: 

"The expression “Human Rights ”a term of Arts is of recent origin Even in his 

French inspired from “rights of man “it goes back only to the last decade of eighteen 

5century. (5) 

In the arts, the term human rights is a modern term. Even the French Revolution was 

known as the Rights of Man. The term dates back to the end of the eighteenth century. 

Rights in Islam 

There are the following types of rights in Islam: 

1. The rights of Allah 

2. The rights of slaves 

3. Common rights 

1. Rights of Allah 

Imam Shatibi has defined the rights of Allah in Al-Mawafqat as follows: 

 )6)’’ ما فهم  من الشرع  انہ  لاخیرہ  فیہ  للمکلف کان لہ معنیٰ  معقول    او غیر معقول ‘‘

The rights of Allah are those which do not have any authority in the Shari'ah 

for the obligee, whether his wisdom is understood by man or not. 

  The rights of Allah belong to the Almighty in one way or another. They have the 

following types. 

• Pure worship: such as faith, prayer, fasting, zakat, Hajj, Worship in which others 

are helped. Just as helping a needy person is obligatory, so is charity. 

• Helping the poor financially, including worship, such as ushering in Zakat, 

helping the Mujahideen. 

• Financial assistance that includes the element of punishment such as tribute is a 

kind of punishment. 
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• Pure punishments that are fully enforced, such as adultery, alcoholism, 

accusation against a chaste woman. 

• Punishment of Qasara: As if the murderer is deprived of this inheritance. 

• Worship as well as punishment such as expiation for breaking an oath or breaking 

a fast. They share punishment and worship. 

• The rights which are self-imposed on the servant, such as khums from booty and  

helper (7( 

 

2. Human Rights: 

  Allama Qarafi has defined human rights as follows: 

 غی الیٰ  البیعات  واثمان  والخصويات المتلفات الغیر کبدل مال مة کحر  خاصة مصلحة بہ مايتعلق

 )8 “)فی الدنیا۔ مصالحة من ذلک

"Rights are those things with which the interests of the people are attached, 

such as the sanctity of another's property and the substitution of something lost 

or taken away, and the prices of things sold, as well as other worldly interests." 

The difference between the rights of God and human rights is that there is no peace and 

forgiveness in the rights of God unless God Himself grants concessions. While rights 

of worship include reconciliation, abortion, compensation, and forgiveness. 

1. Common Rights 

 Common rights are rights that are shared between God and human beings. If the right 

of Allah prevails over the rights of human beings, then the rule of Allah will return to 

the pure right and if the right of human beings prevails over the right of Allah, then the 

right of human beings will prevail in it. In Hadd Qazf, Allah has the right as well as 

human beings, but here the right of Allah prevails, so Hadd Qazf cannot be waived by 

anyone's forgiveness. 

 )9) بعفو اسقاط ولا ارث فیه يجری لا لذلک فیه المغلب هو تعالیٰ  الله حق کان ولما

And in which the right of Allah prevails, neither inheritance is continued nor 

can it be abrogated by forgiveness 

The difference between the farewell sermon and the general status of the UN 

Charter 

Fourteen hundred years ago from today, the benefactor of humanity, Hazrat 

Muhammad Mustafa (PBUH) in his Farewell Sermon presented the most complete 

manifesto of human rights to all humanity, which became the guardian of human 

dignity. The light of Islam dispelled all the prejudices of ignorance. In the tenth year of 

the Hijrah, when he left for his last Hajj, about one hundred and twenty four thousand 

Companions accompanied him. On the 10th of Dhul-Hijjah, in the field of Arafat, the 

Prophet of God delivered the Farewell Sermon: 

The United Nations General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights on December 10, 1948, declaring it to be a 30-point declaration. Announce the 

import and participate in its broadcast. For example, it should be hung in prominent 

places. Especially in schools and educational institutions it should be read, its details 

should be clarified and in this regard no discrimination should be made in terms of 
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political status of any country or region. The purpose of the Charter was to protect 

fundamental human rights throughout the world and to find solutions to the various 

human rights problems facing nations. The importance of the rights granted to human 

beings under the United Nations Charter, which was established in the twentieth 

century, is in place, but Islam gave all these basic rights to human beings fourteen 

hundred years ago. 

The 30 articles of the UN Charter define many basic human rights in different ways. 

These provisions deal with the rights of social, religious, linguistic and vulnerable 

people. When we compare the Farewell Sermon of the Holy Prophet with this 

Manifesto, the differences and contradictions are also noticeable where similar aspects 

come to the fore. In the light of the Farewell Sermon, 9 out of 30 articles of the United 

Nations can be considered controversial and divisive.)10(  

The main difference between the Farewell Sermon and the United Nations Manifesto 

is that the United Nations Charter has the status of a law which has been enacted by 

human intellect and thought. While the rules and regulations presented in the Farewell 

Sermon are all inspired. There is no intervention of human intellect but for many years 

before the implementation of these laws the minds and hearts of the people were 

prepared and they were given such moral training that it became easy for them to follow 

these laws. No such ban was imposed in the Farewell Sermon and no law was 

announced for which the people were not ready. Punishment of immorality, prohibition 

of usury, and other social restrictions were all gradually imposed in Islamic society 

before that. 

In contrast, the mental and moral condition of the people was not examined before the 

implementation of the UN Charter. The rulers of a few countries of the world came 

together to formulate this charter and it was implemented. Behind its ban are only 

stories of oppression of humanity. The elite has been at the forefront of human rights 

abuses. Even today, the major countries of the world are playing a leading role in the 

violation of human rights. 

The question arises, what is the real source of the merits of the UN Charter? It is said 

that the Magna Carta law was made in 1215. He is the source of the virtues of this 

manifesto. However, the Farewell Sermon is even older than the Magna Carta. 

Therefore, the question arises as to the true origin of the Magna Carta. The fact is that 

all the manifestos of the West are guided by Islamic teachings. The source of all the 

good aspects of these manifestos is Islamic teachings. Even when this UN Charter was 

drafted, the people of the West were aware of the rise of Muslims and the teachings of 

their religion. Therefore, it is right to say that the real source of good in this aspect of 

the Manifesto is Islam. 

The parties to the UN are the states and governments, not the people of those states who 

are directly affiliated with the UN. Therefore, the UN Charter cannot be applied directly 

to individual society. This law can only be enforced by force, but the United Nations 

needs major powers for any kind of military power. For this reason, this Manifesto 

cannot be applied impartially, while the Farewell Sermon is addressed to the people of 

Islam. The authority regarding their individual lives is given in this sermon. The power 
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of religion was at work behind these orders. Also years of moral training. Therefore, 

the people obeyed these commands without fear of any stick because they believe that 

Allah is the guardian, in the background of the UN Charter since there was no religious 

force at work. Therefore, it was not easy for the people to abide by its rules and 

regulations, nor could the United Nations monitor the observance of its charter in every 

part of the world. Therefore, it cannot guarantee the rights of individuals. The Farewell 

Sermon applies to the lives of all Muslims because the great power of Islam is behind 

it. 

1. Farewell Sermon )Hujjat-ul-Wada( and Common Sense of the United 

Nations 

The following is a list of human rights that are shared in the Farewell Sermon and 

the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

The right to equality 

The Holy Prophet (PBUH) in his Farewell Sermon emphasized that all human beings 

are equal and no one has any superiority over another except piety. He said: 

 (11) ((واحد۔ أباكم وإن واحد، ربكم إن الناس، أيها يا))

O people! Surely your Lord is One, and your Father is One. 

It is as if all human beings are equal to each other as being creatures of the same 

Lord and children of the same father. This is also the requirement of nature. A similar 

point is made in the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

"Everyone is entitled to all the freedoms and rights enshrined in this Declaration, 

and to the right to be free from any distinction of race, color, sex, language, religion or 

political affiliation, or any kind of belief, nation, society, wealth." Or family status etc. 

will not have any effect.)12 (  

• The United Nations Universal Declaration prohibits the deprivation of basic human 

rights on the basis of race, color, language or sex. And such distinctions have been 

abolished. But fourteen hundred years ago today, the Holy Prophet denied the 

superiority of one person over another on the basis of race and color: 

 إلا أحمر، أسودعلى ولا أسود، على لأحمر ولا عربي، على لعجمي ولا عجمي، على لعربي فضل لا ألا’’ 

 (13")بالتقوى

Remember! An Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab, a non-Arab over an 

Arabic, a red over a black, and a black over a red, except for piety. 

• The divisive aspect of the Farewell Sermon and the United Nations Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights is that the Manifesto only mentions equality, while 

not the standard of virtue in terms of character, while in Islam the standard of virtue 

of character. As Rabbani says: 

نْ   ايَُّهَا النَّاسُ انَِّا خَلقَْنٰكُمْ م ِ انَِّ اٰللَّ -اتَقْٰىكُمْ   انَِّ اكَْرَمَكُمْ عِنْدَ اٰللِّ -ذكََرٍ وَّ انُْثٰى وَ جَعلَْنٰكُمْ شُعوُْباً وَّ قبَآَىٕلَ لِتعَاَرَفوُْا  يٰٰۤ

(( عَلِیْم    ( 14) خَبیِْر 

O people! We created you from a male and a female, and made you into 

nations and tribes that you may know one another. Surely the most honorable of 

you in the sight of Allah is the most pious of you. Surely Allah is All-Knowing, 

All-Aware. 
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• Indeed, the most honorable of you in the sight of Allah is the most pious of them 

all. 

Protection of life, property and honor 

Life, property and honor are guaranteed in the Farewell Sermon. He said: 

 ( 15)هذا‘‘ بلدكم في هذا، شهركم في هذا، يومكم كحرمة بینكم حرام، وأعراضكم، وأموالكم، دماءكم، فإن

Of course, your blood, your wealth and your honor are as respectable to each 

other as this day is to this month, this month is to be honored and this city is to 

be honored. " 

The protection of life, property and honor is guaranteed in various provisions of 

the United Nations Charter of Human Rights as follows: 

• Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.)16 (  

• A person's private life, family life, home bar, correspondence shall not be 

interfered with in an arbitrary manner nor will his honor and reputation be 

attacked. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such attacks. 

")17( 

•  Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with 

others. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.)18 (  

• It should be kept in mind that in the Farewell Sermon, only the sanctity of life, 

property, honor and dignity of Muslims has been mentioned. But Islamic law 

makes it clear that the lives, property and honor of all minorities living in the 

Islamic State are equally protected. 

Legal equality and the right to a fair hearing 

The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights gives everyone the right 

to legal equality, a fair trial and a fair trial. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary 

interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his 

honor and reputation. Legal equality and fair trial are defined in various places in the 

United Nations Charter of Fundamental Human Rights. 

• Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.)19(  

• All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal 

protection of the law. Everyone has the right to equal protection against any 

discrimination or incitement to retaliation.)20(  

• Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals 

for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.  
)21( 

• No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile. )22(  

• Everyone has the right to a fair trial and a fair trial is being conducted in an open 

and impartial court of law.)23(  

• Everyone who is charged with a criminal offense has the right to be presumed 

innocent until proven guilty according to law in a public trial and has been given a 

fair trial.)24 (  

The above provisions of the United Nations Charter of Fundamental Human Rights 

provide equal rights for legal defense, the right to a fair trial and the right to self-
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defense in an impartial judicial system. The concept of equality is a broader term in 

Islam. This includes not only social equality but also legal equality. This means that 

the rich and the poor have the same punishment in the law. No council, family or tribe 

can be considered above the law. All human beings deserve equal punishment and 

everyone is given a chance to defend themselves. No one can be punished before they 

are convicted. The conditions for conviction in strict punishments are also strict. 

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression. 

The difference between rich and poor has not been taken into account in the 

application of Islamic law. A woman named Fatima of the Makhzumiyya tribe 

committed the theft. When the Holy Prophet heard this, he expressed his anger and 

delivered a regular sermon. In which you said: 

 “The nations before you perished because when a noble man among them would 

steal, they would leave him and would not punish him, and when a weak man would 

steal, they would punish him. By Allah! If Fatima Muhammad's daughter also steals, 

I will cut off her hand”.)25 (  

Similarly, if a person in Islamic society is being persecuted and his rights are being 

violated, he has every right to turn to a judge. It is as if in a true Islamic society every 

person has the right of access to justice. Moreover, the head of the Muslim state is not 

an absolute ruler. On the orders of which a person can be punished without cleansing 

and without conviction. The head of the Islamic State has the same legal rights as an 

ordinary citizen. If the caliph is summoned in court, he is obliged to appear there. The 

concept of legal equality in Islam is made clear by this verse: 

ى انَْفُسِكُمْ اوَِ الْوَالِ ))
ٰۤ
ِ وَ لوَْ عَلٰ ايَُّهَا الَّذِيْنَ اٰمَنوُْا كُوْنوُْا قوَٰمِیْنَ باِلْقِسْطِ شُهَدَآءَ لِِلّٰ

انِْ يَّكُنْ غَنیًِّا  -دَيْنِ وَ الْاَقْرَبیِْنَ  يٰٰۤ

ى انَْ تعَْدِلوُْا   ,فقَِیْرًا فَالِٰلُّ اوَْلٰى بهِِمَا اوَْ  ا اوَْ تعُْرِضُوْا فاَِنَّ اٰللَّ كَانَ بِمَا تعَْمَلوُْنَ خَبیِْرًا- فلَََ تتََّبِعوُا الْهَوٰٰۤ  (26)  ((وَ انِْ تلَْو ٰۤ

O you who believe! Stand firm in justice, and bear witness for Allah, whether 

it be to your own detriment, or to your parents, or to your relatives, to whom you 

testify whether he is rich or poor. Do not follow the path of deviation from the 

truth, and if you turn away or turn away, then surely Allah is Aware of what you 

do. 

 Women's rights 

The concept of women's rights enshrined in the United Nations Charter of 

Fundamental Human Rights agrees on a few of the issues defined by women in Islam 

as a whole. Like a woman is free and independent in getting married. Sub-section 2 of 

section 16 states that: 

 The marriage will take place with the full and free consent of the parties.)27 (  

  The condition of consent of a woman in this section of marriage is fully 

compatible with the right of marriage of a woman in Islam because in Islam also the 

consent of a woman is given as a necessary condition of marriage. Hujjat al-Wada 

'sermon of the United Nations Universal Declaration on Women's Rights seems to 

agree with the Islamic point of view. But when it comes to the details of rights, there 

are contradictions in many places. Just like women have complete freedom in 

marriage. When a woman marries someone of her own free will, then she has no right 

to annul the marriage. Except that the man himself has given it authority. But with the 
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freedom to marry in the UN Charter, men and women have equal rights in annulment 

of marriage. As you can see. 

Adult men and women have the right to express marriage and to establish a home 

without any restrictions imposed on them on the basis of race, nationality or religion. 

Men and women have equal rights in marriage, conjugal life and annulment of 

marriage. 

  The right of men and women to annul marriage has been declared equal. This is 

also inconsistent with Islamic teachings because in Islam the right to divorce a man 

directly is not granted to a woman and is not humane. In the name of equality between 

men and women in rights, it is being demanded that women should be given the same 

right to divorce as men. 

However, there is a fundamental conflict between Western philosophy and Islamic 

teachings regarding family law, which has been and continues to be the basis of this 

section of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as well as the issue of complete 

equality between men and women. It should be borne in mind in principle that the 

difference between the laws, rules and social norms concerning men and women is 

termed as "discrimination on the basis of sex" and calls for the complete abolition of 

discriminatory laws on the basis of sex. Is done The basic premise is that there should 

be no difference between men and women in terms of rules, laws and regulations, and 

wherever there is a difference, it should be treated as discriminatory and its elimination 

should be emphasized. In this regard, if we look at a few aspects to understand the 

point, this position of eliminating "discriminatory laws" becomes more clear. 

The rights of women mentioned in the Farewell Sermon. They have a broader 

meaning than is given in the UN Charter. The slogan of women's liberation is loudly 

used in the UN Charter but their rights are not defined. It is not clear what rights men 

have over women and women over men. In Islam, on the other hand, the full details 

are found. They have also been specially mentioned in the Farewell Sermon to 

emphasize the importance of women's rights. The hadith of the Holy Prophet is: 

 Hazrat Amr ibn Ahus says: He participated in the farewell pilgrimage with the 

Holy Prophet (saw). Then he said, "Take a will from me to do good to women, for they 

are your captives." You do not own anything from them except intercourse, except that 

they commit open adultery and if they do, leave them alone in bed, ie do not let them 

sleep with you. Moreover, hit them, but don't hit them hard. Then if they obey you, do 

not seek another way for them. You have a right over your women and women have a 

right over you. The right of your wives not to let your bed trample on what you dislike. 

That is, do not let anyone come to your house without your permission and consent 

and do not allow the one whom you dislike to come to your house and listen! They 

have a right to be kind to you when it comes to clothing and food.)28(  

Islam speaks of the rights and duties of both men and women. Where it gives 

women rights, it also imposes some restrictions. In Islam, woman is given the right of 

inheritance. But the UN Charter is completely silent on this issue. Therefore, it is 

proved that the law made by human intellect is incomplete while the divine law is 

correct. 
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The right to organize or social freedom 

The UN Charter states: 

• Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.)29(  

• No one can be forced to join an association. )30(  

The aforesaid provisions do not contradict Islamic teachings, so the political 

groupings of the society existed even in the time of the Holy Prophet. Just as there was 

factionalism among the earlier tribes, the conduct of political affairs in the Quraysh 

was entrusted to different families in different fields. At the time of the demise of the 

Holy Prophet, the political position of different groups of Muhajireen, Ansar and the 

family of Prophethood came to the fore in different forms. Ansar al-Madinah wanted 

to choose a caliph on its own. But the refugees disagreed. Without going into the 

details of which it is known in principle that the practical form of taking a stand or 

disagreeing on the collective and political issues in the form of separate groups and 

striving for it existed in the Islamic society of that time. If its advanced form is 

considered as the basis of party formation, then there is no problem in it. However, the 

basic principle of association is stated in the Qur'an: 

، وَ اتَّقوُا اٰللَّ  -))وَ تعَاَوَنوُْا عَلىَ الْبرِ ِ وَ التَّقْوٰى    ثْمِ وَ الْعدُْوَانِ   انَِّ اٰللَّ شَدِيْدُ الْعِقاَبِ(( -وَ لَا تعَاَوَنوُْا عَلَى الْاِ

Cooperate with one another in righteousness and piety, do not cooperate in sin 

and oppression. " 

  In Islamic teachings, every association and organization is allowed. However, the 

Islamic State has been ordered to wage jihad against the group concerned when an 

organization has created a breach of public order or is involved in corruption on earth. 

All citizens have an equal right to government resources 

 Sub-section 1 of Article 25 of the UN Charter states: 

• Everyone has the right to a standard of living equal to the health and well-being of 

himself and his family, including food, clothing, shelter and medical care, and other 

social benefits. He has the right to protection against unemployment, illness, 

disability, bereavement, old age or loss of employment in those circumstances 

which are beyond his control.)31(   

Sub-section 1 of section 25 deals with "standard of living" and economic security: 

• It is important to keep this in mind about the standard of living. After the Holy 

Prophet (PBUH) when Siddiq Akbar (PBUH) was elected Caliph, the Companions 

of the Shura made two principled decisions. Will not be able to do business etc. 

Therefore, he and his family will be responsible for the expenses of the treasury. 

The second decision was that their expenses would be determined on the basis that 

they would be able to run their house according to the standards of an ordinary 

citizen of Madinah. 

This means that the standard of living of rulers and ordinary citizens should be the 

same in an Islamic state. These were signs of social discrimination at a time when 

the people of the West were living a life of humiliation and disgrace. During this 

period human rights were discussed and basic amenities were provided to an 

ordinary citizen at the same time. Hazrat Abu Bakr was of the opinion that in 
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determining the benefits of the common people from the treasury, they should be 

on the basis of equality. Religious ranks or virtues should not be the reason for 

priority, while Hazrat Omar was of the opinion that merit should be categorized 

according to virtues and degrees. Siddique Akbar in his time distributed benefits 

and resources based on equality. However, during his caliphate, Hazrat Omar (RA) 

changed this method and categorized it. Imam Abu Yusuf has written in "Kitab al-

Kharaj" that in the last year Hazrat Omar, seeing the social disadvantages of this 

classification, said: I have come to understand that the opinion of Hazrat Abu Bakr 

was correct. So next year I will act accordingly. )32(     

 

This means that the mood of Islam is not to encourage social classes and classification 

in the Islamic state and to make every effort to maintain social equality. 

 

Bait-ul-Mal was also present in the time of the Holy Prophet (saw) through which the 

disabled and needy people of the society were helped. The Holy Prophet used to meet 

the needs of the needy with the money of Bait-ul-Mal. He used to help the oppressed 

people when they were caught in ransom. There is even a tradition of paying the Diyat 

of the deceased from the treasury. Here are some ahaadeeth regarding Bait-ul-Mal: 

 (33)  فإلینا(( كلَ ترك ومن رثته،فلو  مالاً  ترك ))من

Whoever leaves wealth belongs to his heirs and whoever leaves debt owes me. 

 When a person's body was brought, you would ask if he had left enough money to pay 

off his debt. What if you were told that he had left so much money that his If the debt 

had been paid, you would have offered prayers on it, otherwise you would have told the 

Muslims to offer prayers on your brother. If a Muslim dies and he leaves a debt, I am 

responsible for it and if he leaves wealth, it belongs to his heirs. 

• Similarly, he said: 

  I am dearer to every believer than his life. The believer who dies leaving his wealth is 

for his family and I am responsible for the training and expenses of those who leave 

debts or children. )34 ( 

This shows that the Islamic State is truly a welfare state that accepts responsibility for 

providing for and providing for the needs of all the inhabitants of the kingdom. The 

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations relating to Islam have been mentioned. 

Apart from these, some other provisions are also consistent with Islamic teachings. 

Protection of social rights 

 Article 22 which contains: As a member of society, every person enjoys social 

protection)35 ( 

Free movement 

  Article 13: Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the 

borders of each State)36 ( . 

The right to citizenship 

 Islam also gives everyone the right to citizenship. Everyone is free to live in any 
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country. Can become a citizen of a country. In the same way, these rights are mentioned 

in the provisions of the United Nations)37( . 

Research results 

 The discussion in the above pages makes it clear that: 

• The Farewell Sermon Hujjat al-Wada 'explains human rights better than many UN 

Charters, so the scientific aspect of Hujjat al-Wada' is more prominent than the UN 

Charter because it is difficult to act on ambiguous matters. 

• Hujjat al-Wada 'sermon explains the rights and duties of women, the duties and 

rights of Muslim subjects, the interaction of people and the basic status of Qur'an 

and Sunnah in Islam. In contrast, the UN Charter does not define the rights and 

duties of men and women. The concept of equality has not been clearly articulated 

and the concept of unbridled freedom has been given. 

• The Farewell Sermon is a source of guidance for mankind, but the basic human 

rights charter of the United Nations is man-made. It does not guide man in the right 

direction, but it does convey the idea of unnatural equality and freedom. Its 

inception in a society can sooner or later lead to the destruction of that society. 

There is a big difference between the Farewell Sermon and the United Nations 

Charter of Fundamental Human Rights. 

Recommendations  

• After the comparative study of Hujjat-ul-Wada 'and UN human rights, 

researchers, intellectuals, scholars and scholars of the Islamic world should 

highlight the importance and usefulness of Hujjat-ul-Wada' in comparison to 

the doctrines and manuscripts related to the rights of the West. 

•  There is a need to protect the violation of human rights by bringing to the public 

at least common ground between the West and Islam on human rights. 

• Later researchers should also contribute to their research and compare the points 

of the Farewell Sermon with the provisions of other Western texts. 
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